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SPRING
SHOW
April 17 & 18, 1998
Weare planning on another good show
in Abilene, KS. This show continues to
be a great one for getting parts and
phones.

Join Us For A Great Time!

SHOW AGENDA
Friday, April 17
7:30 A.M.
Unloading
12·5:00 P.M.
Open to Public
5-6 P.M.
Meal Time
(Light Meal of sandwiches, snacks, pie,
drinks served at 5:00 - no charge
just donation.)
(Display Room will not close during
the 5-6:30time)
6:30 P.M.

Auction

Saturday, April 18
8:00 A.M.
9 A.M.. 12:00
Afternoon

Show Open
Open to Public
Loading Up

Lunches will be served
11 A.M. - 1 PM.

Friday & Saturday
For Your Convenience

NEWSLETTER
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COMING TO ABILENE? PLEASE READ THIS
As we all know by now, the Kansas Department of Revenue is enforcing the collection of sales tax at the ATCA Spring Show in Abilene. While the ATCA does not
necessarily agree with this contention, we are obligated by law to make sure that proper sales tax is collected and forwarded to the state.
If you recall, the Department of Revnue distributed a letter at the 1997 show informing all attendees that in the future, each exhibitor would be required to apply for
a permanent Kansas sales tax registration number. Naturally, the ATCA opposes such
a requirement. In order to relieve our members of this responsibility, the ATCA has
applied for an received a permanent Kansas sales' tax number.
This does NOT mean, however, that sales are tax-exempt. SALES TAX MUST
STILL BE COLLECTED ON ALL SALES. Individual members must collect tax on
their various sales, and then turn that tax money in to the ATCA. The ATCA will
in turn submit this money to the Department of Revenue. The only information pro·
vided to the state will be the total amount of sales (for the show, NOT individually),
and the corresponding sales tax.
.
To this end, each attendee will be provided with a sales tax rate card, a tax reporting form, and a remittance envelope. The tax reporting form is an internal ATC A
document only. It WILL NOT be forwarded to the state. All tax reporting forms and
the applicable sales tax must be turned in to the ATCA cashier prior to the close of
the show on Saturday. We are requesting that you submit a completed tax form even
if no sales are being reported. If necessary, additional forms are available from the
front desk. Your cooperation in this matter is very important. The ATCA is subject
to a substantial penalty if it is determined that sales tax is not being collected.
Thank you in advance for your cooperation. Your ATCA Officers and Directors have
really gone out on a limb for you by willingly listing themselves as responsible parties
in the sales tax documents. All they expect in return is your honest cooperation.
The Abilene show is worth preserving. It is one of the crown jewels of the ATCA.
As an organization, we need to work together in the spirit of cooperation in order to
overcome this minor obstacle. It is certainly worth a few dollars of sales tax to insure
the future of the Spring Show. Please do not take the chance of subjecting our organiztion to an unnecessary penalty.
Thanks for understanding.
Jon Kolger
ATCA Board Chairman

Directions to Sterl Hall, which is in the Eisenhower Park & Fair Grounds, is very simple. You exit off 1-70 right on to our main street of Buckeye, on which
most of the motels are located. You continue going south to the t st stoplight, turn right (west), go approx. 1 mile and turn left (1st crossroad past the school).
The fairgrounds
will be '/4 mile south. Turn left into the fairgrounds
and Sterl Hall will be the long white building on the right. See you there'

FAX ALL ADS TO: 765·533·6530. MAIL ADS TO: ATCA, P.O. Box 910, New Castle, IN 47362
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The Rise and Fall of Central Office Names
By Len Hicken, No. 2592
Hello, Central?
In the very beginning, telephones were tied together in pairs by a single
wire and a common ground return. There was no need to identify the
called party since the connection was nailed up in a permanent (more
or less) arrangement. It was, however, necessary to alert the called party that a telephone conversation was desired. At first, this was accomplished by making a vocal or thumping noise in the calling party's
telephone that could be heard at the called party's telephone. Laster,
buzzer or bell arrangements were developed for the alerting function.
These early two phone systems were quickly expanded to include
several telephones connected to the same wire and unique "alerting"
codes were developed to identify the called party. As the number of these
telephone "lines" grew it became obvious that some means of interconnecting them would be necessary.
During 1877, a number of small private enterprises established
telephone systems in which all the telephone lines were brought to a central point at which temporary connections between lines could be set
up for the duration of a call and then taken down. Thus was born the
telephone "Central Office" or "CO". The Central Office concept was not
new. It had been in use prior to the invention of the telephone to provide "switched" telegraph connections in private applications.
(A patent for switched telegraph connections had been taken out by
Francois Dumont in 1851. While the idea saw limited application, it did
not flourish. Telegraphy required too much skill on the part of th euser
to become popular with the general public.)
The need to establish and remove temporary call connections
precipitated the invention of the switchboard, a device intended to make
this manipulation convenient and efficient. The early switchboards were
anything but elegant in operation, required a complex set of procedures
to be performed not only by the switchboard operator but also by the
system's customers.
From Names To Numbers ...
One of the basic requirements of any telephone switching system is
to provide a unique identifier for each customer on the system. For the
most part, in the 1870's and early 1880's this was accomplished by the
caller telling the operator the name of the called party. The world's first
telephone directory was issued by the New Haven District Telephone
Company on February 21st, 1878. It simply listed the 50 names (private
and business) of the current subscribers to the system.
As long as the number of lines on a telephone system remained small,
the use of names continued to be the most popular means for identifying called parties. It remained this way in some rural areas until the
introduction of automatic switching. The telephone, however, proved
to be very popular. In 1880, there were 61,000 telephones in the U.S.A.
and by 1892 this had ballooned to 240,000. Switchboard designers were
forever trying to play catch-up in designing switchboards that could serve
larger and larger numbers of telephones. Inevitably, it became impractical for operators to memorize names and to assign names directly to
the telephone appearances on the switchboards. By the 1890's, switchboards with the capacity for 10,000 telephones to be accesed by one
operator had been designed. It had become necessary to sequentially
number the telephone appearances on the switchboard and cross reference
these numbers with subscriber names in published directories. Public
reaction was decidedly negative. The change from names to numbers
was viewed as an indignity and a loss of personal identity. But the tide
could not be turned back. By 1895, the Bell System's official instructions to operators specified "Number, please?" as the proper response
in answering calls.
Thus began the convetion of associating numbers with subscribers'
telephones. The number of characters in a telephone number was kept
as small as possible, ranging anywhere from 1 to 4 digits for single party lines depending on the switchboard design and quantity of telephones
in the Central Office serving area. The presence of party lines complicated
the numbering schemes. Along with a number for each line, it was
necessary to provide "alerting" information for each subscriber on the
line in order for a call to the desired party to be established. The alerting information consisted of identifying which side of the line to apply
ringing andlor what the ringing code should be. One commonly used approach for rural multi-party lines was to assign the same basic numerical
telephone number to all telephones on the same line followed by unique
suffix for each party. A typical suffix would begin with the letter "R"
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(for Rining code), followed by two digits indicating the number of long
rings and short rings for that customer. For example, the number
"1179- R-12" would indicate a rural multiparty line with all customers
assigned to common telephone number "1179" and this particular
customer assigned to ringing code one long and two short.
Early switchboards had a very small telephone capacity. In many Central Offices, one switchboard very quickly ran out of capacity, and since
switchboard design lagged demand, it became necessary to put a second
switchboard beside the first one and to provide interconnections called
"trunks" between the two boards to allow calls between customers on
each board. As switchboards advanced in design, their telephone
capacities became much greater. Even so, the telephone density in a Central Office serving area was so great in some locations that it was still
necessary to provide more than one switchboard. This was because a
single operator was unable to serve the simultaneous requests for service in a timely fashion. It became necessary to install several switchboards to serve the same set of telephone lines, which were simply
terminated on each board in a parallel multipling arrangement. A team
of operators "manned" these switchboard positions. The team size varied
throughout the day, there always being just enough operators to handle the calls without exceeding acceptable delay limits, as set by the
telephone company.
...

And Back To Names
Economic considerations and technical restrictions limited the
geographical size of a Central Office serving area. Thus, in some cities
it became necessary to establish multiple serving areas, each with their
own Central Office switchboards. Complexity was added to the numbering schemes in cities requiring more than 10,000 telephone numbers in
one CO serving area nd in cities requiring more than one CO serving
area. It became necessary to identify to which CO switchboard each
customers' telephone was assigned. No systematic approach was used
for designating Central Offices inn the early years. During the manual
switching era, the most commonly used approach was to assign names
to the Central Offices rather than to expand the telephone numbers to
5 or 6 digits. A name followedby up to 4 numbers was easier to remember
than just numbers. Often the first CO established was differentiated from
the second by calling one "MAIN" and the other "BRANCH". The company point direction of subsequent CO serving areas in relation to the
"MAIN" CO serving area was also frequently used. Thus CO's were
designed "EAST", "WEST", "NORTH" and "SOUTH". Sometimes,
CO's were named after something geographically significant to their location, such as the name of the neighborhood (MURRAY HILL,
CHELSEA, UPTOWN), the street name on which the Central Office
building was located (BROADWAY), or the existence of a nearby park
(PARK) or marketplace (MARKET). In some cities the names of threes
were used and designations such as "CHERRY", "HICKORY",
"WALNUT", "CEDAR" and "FILBERT" appeared. Historically
significant national figures and placenames were also commonly used,
such as "ADAMS", "FRANKLIN", "HANCOCK" and "PLYMOUTH"
as well as locally significant family names like "BEEKMAN" and
"RHINELANDER".
The naming of Central Offices was left up to local telephone company
administrators familiar with the areas to be designated so that names
of suitable local significance or ones with pleasing phonetics could be
chosed. Little though was given to duplication that might be occurring
in nearby localities or the confusion some names might incur with distant callers. There were no distant callers.
Getting That Long Distance Feeling
In the early 1880's, the Bell "System" consisted of a series of
associated local telephone companies (under the American Bell Telephone
Company umbrella) without the means to interconnect with each other.
All telephone calling was limited to small geographic areas. The multiple CO switchboard and multiple CO serving area scenarios described
above had precipitated the development of interconnecting trunks to
permit connections between these switchboards and areas. The American
Bell Telephone Company initiated true long distance service between
New York and Boston in 1884. In 1885, it established AT&T to build
and operate "Long Lines". AT&T grew rapidly and forfinancial reasons
it was made the parent company of the Bell System just prior to 1900.
(Continued on Page 3)
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CENTRAL OFFICE NAMES
(Continued from Page 2)
It wasn't until 1915 that limited transcontinental service became
available in the U.S. However. due to its commitment to research and
development and its sparkling technical achievements, AT&T was
granted exclusive rights by the U.S. government as the sole carrier for
long distance traffic, a right that was to remain in effect until 1983.
he Beginning of Automation
As the range of "short" distance calling expanded to adjacent towns
and cities, problems began to emerge. Duplicate CO names were encountered that required one locality or the other to make a change. The
customers in the location being changed. were of course. not amused.
In general. though, this ad hoc approach to naming Central Offices was
working quite well. Customers talked to operators and operators talked to other operators. The human interaction factor involved in manual
calling overcame any difficulties encountered.
Unfortunately, this would not last. In 1891, a frustrated undertaker
by the name of Almon B. Strowger received a patent for an automatic
telephone system in which operators were no longer required. The formation of the Automatic Electric Company and the hiring of such
brilliant young inventors as A.E. Keith and the Erickson brothers led
to a practical working automatic system complete with telephone set
dials by 1900. However, the Bell System was not buying it. By 1900,
A1'&1' had a finely tuned, smooth operating manual system. Large
capacity, common battery lamp signal switchboards had been standardized, along with operating procedures. All a customer had to do was
pick up the receiver and wait for an operator to say "Number, please?".
Furthermore, the asset base in switchboard equipment was very large
and it would have been difficult to finance replacement. AT&T also felt
customers would prefer the convenience of an operator to having to dial
their own calls. In short, the automatic switching concept would have
languished in obscurity for many years had it not been for one event.
In 1893, Bell's patent for exclusive rights to supply telephone service
ran out. During the subsequent 6 years, 6000 independent telephone companies sprang up in the U.S. For the first twenty years following the
patent expiration, competition was fierce, chaotic and unregulated. Some
towns and cities had 2 or 3 telephone companies providing local service
with no means of interconnecting between companies. AT&T was very
aggressive in taking over independents, and with its monopoly on long
distance calling, it would allow only Bell System customers access to
this service. The public outcry and outrage of the independents led, inevitibaly, to government intervention. By 1913, AT&T agreed to refrain
from acquiring independents and to allow independents access to the
long distance network. Monopoly local serving areas were established
in return for regulated rates.
In 1915, AT&T still only had about 90,000 lines with automatic switching, and these were all from independents that had been taken over.
After 1915, AT&T thinking on automatic switching began to change.
It started to realize that manual switching was no longer suitable to
handle what it referred to as "The big city problem".
The introduction of the dial had a significant effect on telephone
numbering schemes. For the first two decades of the 20th century.
automatic switching was generally confined to small localities requiring from one to just a few Central Offices (AT&T served most of the
large metropolises). Therefore, the dialed digits generally contained only the station number (2, 3 or 4 digits). Calls to other Central Offices
were accomplished by dialing zero and requesting the operator to make
the connection. Gradually, automatic interoffice trunks were established to permit dialing to nearby Central Offices. The immediate problem
that arose with interoffice dialing was how to dial a Central Office name.
The automatic switching equipment would need to know which office
was being called in order to route the call to its intended destination.
Most early dial number plates contained on the digits 0 to 9. Typically.
a single digit was placed in front of the station number and this digit
"represented" the Central Office name. To place in interoffice call. a
customer had to dial a total of 5 digits. with the first digit representing
the Central Office designation and the last 4 digits being the station
number. Some Independents thought that it was too much to expect
a customer to remember 5 digits, so they added letters to the dial number
plate as shown below. Up to 10 letters were added. one for each finger
hole position. With this arrangement, the telephone number consisted
of a single letter representing the CO name followed by the station
number.
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Independent

Lettered

Dial

The Big City Problem
Dialing and interoffice connecting problems facing the Independents
were miniscule compared to those facing AT&T. During the 1910's,
AT&T began to realize that its finely tuned manual network was reaching
its practical limits in the big cities. The large numbers of Central Offices in these cities was making interoffice calling unweildy. There were
simply too many routes, too many tandemed connections, too many
operators and too much traffic. The problem with operators alone was
significant. They were had to get, hard to keep and labor costs were soaring. AT&T recognized the need for change and by 1917 had decided to
retain manual switching only in single Central Office towns and cities
and to begin converting multi-office medium size cities to automatic switching. A1'&1' could not be convinced that automatic dialing was right
for big cities because of one main obstacle. The large number of Central
Offices would required customers to dial 7 digits and AT&T steadfastly believed that customers could not dial 7 digit numbers without severe
error rate (AT&T had performed some tests in the early 1900's that "proved" this to be the case). In addition, it was felt that there would bee
too much negative reaction by the public if "their" Central Office names
were to be replaced by numbers. In this assumption, AT&T was correct. as it was to find out many years later (1960's) when it began to
convert to All Number Calling. So for the big cities, a compromise was
proposed in which customer telephone sets would remain manual but
the operators would be given dials to extend the calls into automatic
switching
equipment.
This arrangement
was knonw as the
"semiautomatic" approach.
The Alphanumeric Solution
At about the same time as AT&T released the proposal to implement
semiautomatic switching in its large cities, one of its employees came
up with a brilliant yet simple plan to solve the 7 digit dialing problem.
W.U. Blauvelt proposed adding most of the letters of the alphabet to
the dail number plate in groups of 3 letters per finger hole position as
shown below (Patent #1.439.723 was issued for this invention in. 1922).

AT&T's

Blauvelt

Lettered

Dial

Central Office names would be retained but the customer would only
be required to dial the first three letters of the name followed by the
4 digit station number. To assist in indentifying what was to be dial ted,
the directories would highlite the first 3 letters of an office name by
capitalization and bold print as shown below. As a result of this idea,
AT&T changed its mind and decided to begin implementing fully
automatic switching even in the big cities.
(Continued PIl Page 41
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CENTRAL OFFICE NAMES
(Continued from Page 3)
Argentine Mercantile Corp. 42 Bway
Argeres Bros. Restrnt. 86 6th av
Argero A. Grocer. 119 9th av
Arghis A. Tobacco. 74 Wall
.
Argon Dress Co. 24 E 12

BROad
SPRing
CHElsea
HAN over
STUtvsnt

5066
5337
6255
6311
2011

With 26 letters and 10 dial positions to work with. Blauvelt achieved
a balanced look by eliminating 2 letters and 2 dial positions. The Q and
the Z were eliminated because of their infrequent use in the first 3 letters of existing CO names. Digit "0" was used to access the operator.
Thus. dial position 0 was not given any letters because they could never
have been used as the first letter in a CO name (some dials showed the
Z with dial position Om,but it was not used in CO names). Dial position
1 was eliminated due to the unsuitability of the digit "I" as a first digit.
Apparently the hooks witch on the candlestick phones of the day were
often jiggled when removing the receiver. This jiggling generated a false
digit "I" which was received by the switching equipment just as if it
had been dialed.
There were a few problems with the Blauvelt system, of course. Since
the switching equipment really receives digits, nto letters when a CO
name is dialed, it is possible for two different names to generate the same
set of digits. For example, the CO names "BEACON" and "ADAMS"
could not both be used in the same calling area because they both have
the same 3 digit code (232). This meant that some name changes were
required with the introduction of dial service in the large cities. All in
all, though Blauvelt's alphanumeric dial worked well and it certainly
has stood the test of time (although we now tend to use the letters for
advertising gimmicks more than anything else).
While Blauvelt's alphanumeric dial became the Bell System standard,
the actual number of dial pulls (as they were called) was kept to a
minimum and, r.anged. from 2 to 7 depending on the size of. the city,
For large cities, 7 dial pulls were required consisting of 3 CO name
letters followed by a 4 digit station number. Since only dial positions
2.through 9 could be used, this mathematically limited the-number of
different 3 digit code combinations to 512 (8x8x8). Of the 512, however.
only. about 325 could be used to obtain suitable letter combinations for
the first 3 letters of CO names.
For medium sized cities, 6 dial pulls were required consisting of 2 CO
name letters followed by a 4 digit station number. In these areas, the
telephone directory would show the CO name but only the first 2 letters would be capitalized and in bold print.
For small multioffice cities requiring 2 to 8 Central Offices. 5 dial pulls
were required. Some locations used CO names while other simply used
a single digit to represent the CO designation. At locations using CO
names. only the first letter of the CO name was dialed followed by the
4 digit station number. The telephone directory would show the CO name
but only the first letter would be capitalized and in bold print.
Localities with only one Central Office generally only used the station number in the dialing process. and this ranged from 2 to 4 digits.
In the directory. the name of the locality effectively identified the Central Office (since there was only one) and the listings simply showed the
station number.
The variety of number plans that were available is well illustrated in
the following table. which appeared in the "Nationwide Numbering Plan"
article. by W.H. Nunn. in the September, 1952 issue of The Bell System
Technical Journal.
TABLE I - DIFFERENT TYPES OF NUMBERINGPLANS

Place
Philadelphia
Los Angel es
Indianapolis
El Paso
San Diego
Des Moines
Bi ngham~ ton
Manchester
Winchester
Ayer
Jamesport
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Di rectory
Listing
LOcust 4-5678
PArkway 2345 &
REpubl ic .2-3456
MA 6789
PRospect 2-3456
5-5678
Frankl in 6789
Frankl in 9-2345
4-1234
62-2345
2- 5678
5678
2-2345
3456
629
2345
325

Customer
Dials
LO 4-5678
PA 2345
RE 2-3456
MA 6789
PR 2-3456
5-5678
F 6789
F 9-2345
4-1234
62-2345
2- 5678
5678
2-2345
3456
629
2345
325

Referred
~
Two-fi ve
Combi ned two-four
& two-five
Two-four
Combi ned two- fi ve
and five digit
One letter,
four
& five
digit
Combined five
& six digit
Five digit
Combi ned four
& five digi t
Four digit
.
Combt ned three
& four digit
Three Digit

With the large scale introduction of dial service by AT&T in the 1920·s.
the selection of Central Office names came under careful scrutiny, A more
systematic approach was adopted. taking into account such factors as
numeric conflicts. phonetic suitability. spelling suitability and number
of syllables. Another major factor in CO name selection was numeric
suitability, The 3 digits representing a CO name dialed into SxS type
switching equipment had to fit the dialing pattern arrangement for that
equipment or else expensive equipment additions and rearrangements
would be required.
Expansion And Contraction
As cities requiring 6 dial pulls expanded, they often went to 7 dial
pull operation long before they ran out of suitable CO names. It was
done in order to achieve trunking and routing efficiencies that precluded large capital expenditures on switching equipment. Instead of adopting the large city convention of 3 letter. 4 numberal combinations. they
retained the 2 letters to represent the CO name and added a numeral
to complete the full Central Office code identification, For example:
PRospect-1234 (PR-1234) became PRospect 2-1234 (PR2-1234)
This allowed considerable expansion to the number of Central office
designations without the need to think up new CO names. In the above
example. the CO name PRospect could not be used as part of the representation of up to 10 CO designations (PRO. PRI. PR2, PR3. PR4. PR5.
PR6, PR7. PR8, and PR9) each with a capacity to serve 10.000 station
numbers. In practice. CO designations ending in the numeral zero (eg.
PRO) were avoided as much as possible due to the high rate of dialing
error. Some customers would correctly dial PR followed by the numeral
"0". in which case the switching equipemnt would receive 770. Other
customers would incorrectly dial PR followed by the letter "0", in which
case the switching equipment would receive 776 and the call would not
be completed to its intended destination. The number of usable CO
designations increased from 325 with the 3 letter arrangement to about
540 with the 2 letter 1 numeral arrangement. THe 540 was derived as
follows:
8 dial positions for the 1st letter x 8 dial positions for: the 2nd letter
x 9 dial positions for the 3rd numeral (excludes zero) = 576.
No suitable CO names could be derived beginning with any of the 2 letter combinations applicable to dialing 55.57.95 or 97. This reduced by
36 (4 X 9) the usable CO designations (i.e. from 576 to 540).
The large cities also made use of this numbering scheme as their expansion needs dictated. New York City began coverting from 3 letters.
4 numerals to 2 letters. 5 numerals at the end of 1930. There was little.
if any. negative public reaction, since customers retained their beloved
Central Office names.
This mixed bag arrangement of alphanumeric CO designations and
variable length telephone numbers remained suitable for the North
American telephone network until the rnid-Is-tu's. It provided sufficient
number capacity for the large cities, and permitted graceful expansion
of numbering arrangements in localities where growth required change.
To this point, a nationwide uniform numbering scheme had not been
developed because all long haul toll traffic was handled on a totally
manual basis. Customers talked to operators; Operators talked to other
operators. The human brain and voice was able to overcome all inconsistencies in the numbering scheme of the day. In 1920. it took an average
of 14 minutes to establish a long distance call. The originating customer
wainted for a call back while a chain of operators (8 was a typical number)
manually liked up to the called number. By the mid-1930·s. manual
methods for handling long distance calls had reached their maximum
efficiency and the average speed had been cut to a mere. 1.4 minutes.
with 92% of the callers remaining offhook during call set up. AT&T.
however. recognized taht the system was in need of an overhaul. Like
..the big city problem" for local calling described earlier. toll calling was
becoming too unweildy with too many operators. too many tandem connections and too much traffic. By 1945. the system was handling
2.700.000 toll calls a day, Once again. automatic switching equipment
would come to the rescue.
Nationwide Operator Toll Dialing
During the 19aO·s. AT&T had established Operator Toll Dialing in some
locations for short haul toll calls. A single operator could complete an
(COlli if/lied
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Fenton paperweight - SBC and Pac. Tel.
Merger - in box, $40 0 Lineman metal tray,
$10 0 1947 Ohio Pioneer plate, looks Lenox,
gold lettering, great condition, $80 0 SWBT
of Texas - small Barlow knives, mint, $20 [I
Double stretch bracket with mount, $200 or
good trade 0 Stretch bracket with mount
pan f or d es k set - $120 or goo d t ra d e 0
Brown ITT 500-type desk set, in rough,
$18 0 Old photo of young girl with play stick
phone, mint condition, from Los Angeles,
$50 0 Old blotter with drawing of very old

Want a shot
at buying this
phone ... then
pack the bags,
sends the pets
to the kennel, and
head for Abilene,
Kansas on April
17 & 18.
This phone will
be one of many
you will find
there.

IT WILL BE
WORTH
THE TRIP!
APRIL 1998
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swbd. from the Davis Plywood Co. of Ohio,
$25 0 Mint condition ice coupon book from
Western Light and Telephone Co. of Pratt,
Kansas - all coupons are in book, from 1940's,
$50.
WANTED
Old Texas phone books

LI Telephone china.

GERRY BILLARD, No. 76
Billard's Old Telephones
21710 Regnart Rd.
Cupertino, CA 95014
Tel: (408) 252-2104
FOR SALE
Old oak ringer boxes, with hinges, but empty,
$19 ppd. 0 Scissors extend candlestick from
10" to 36". Includes a desk and wall clamp,
WE specs., $39 ppd. 0 PI01 receiver shells
and caps, 1901 WE style, Priority 2-Day Mail
paid _ $12.
WANTED: E1 handsets.
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GERRY BILLARD, No. 76
Billard's Old Telephones
21710 Regnart Rd.
Cupertino, CA 95014
Tel: (408) 252-2104

Where have all those round telephone poles
gone? Underground everyone. On the 1998 artist's conception of 1914 telephone aerial construction practive on the Post Office stamp
(pictured above) depicting "TELEPHONE
SPANS THE NATION" I find four glaring errors according to my 1906 Telephone Parts
Catalogue of San Francisco, 340 pages. Can
you also detect them?
1. A square cut timber should not have been
used. It should have been a round pole 12"
in diameter at the top, tapering out to 20"
six feet from the butt end. White cedar.
2. The two telephone workers are neglecting
their Safety Straps, dangling loosely by
their knees.
3. The crossarm is improperly braced. The two
galvanized braces, 22" by 1". The braces are
together on the left side, contrary to
telephone construction of 1907. Yellow pine
and sometimes Washington Fir were the
materials of the 2W' by 3W' by 42"
horizontal cross arm.
4. There are telephone wires coming from the
right that are several inches too high to coincide with the conductors on the left. The upper wire of the four runs behind the upper
telephone worker and does not re-emerge.
NORMAN M. LANDIS, No. 2244
1315 Marbendale Ct.
Kirkwood. MO 63122
Tel: (314) 821-7933
FOR SALE
Hardback book: The History of the Telephone,
copyright 1910 by Herbert N. Casson. Includes
many full page pictures of people and equipment - $35.00.
WARREN SIMMONDS, No. 1350
875 Donner Way #609
Salt Lake City, UT 84108
Tel: (801) 583-6050
FOR SALE
New GTE 8lO transmitter units (marked DA)
from new handsets, dated 1986, $3 ea. 0 New
GTE receivers, marked DA, $2 ea. 0 Rotary
dials for 500 and 554 type telephones (WE,
ITT, SCy, ass't. colors, $1 ea. 0 NIB
Touchtone dial, push-buttons are off-white color, dated 06/88, 09/88, and 10/88 - these work
beautifully in 2500 type phones and can be used to convert 500 type phones to T-T operation.
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Includes a connection diagram - $8 ea. 0 NIB
WECo red modular G3 handsets, no cord, $4
ea.; wlnew red modular standard cord, $5 0
NIB Allen TelCo G3-type handsets, white.
These are modular handsets with white hardwire cords. If you prefer, you can order them
full modular wlo cord. State preference, (30)
available at $4 ea. 0 WECo 82-A Apparatus
Blanks (dummy plugs) for 302, black, w/2
mounting screws, wlo card holder - $1 ea. 0
WECo 147-D condenser, NOS, gray rectangular package, (luF., 0.5 uF., with common
connection) used as a ring capacitor for 634-A
bell box, dated 1-46, $3 ea. 0 WECo 155-A
steel mounting plate, black. NOS, for 534/634
bell boxes, $10 0 WECo 98-A Fuse Block
and Lightning Arrester, porcelain body, complete, dated 2-47, $10 0 New computer
generated CONNECTION DIAGRAMS for
WECo phones: (1) Candlestick, (2) Sidetone
202, (3)Anti-sidetone 202, (4)302 - 1937-1950,
(5) 302 - 1950-1955, (6) 354 wallphone, (7) 500
series. Each diagram shows the connections for
the dial version on one side, and non-dial version on the reverse. $1 ea. or all (7) for $5 []
New brown leather bottoms installed on WECo
candlestick, AA-l, 102, and 202. $20 ea. plus
shipping.
EDWARD E. SELLBERG. No. 2832
2918 Neals Lane
Vancouver, WA 98661
Tel: (360) 695-0997
WANTED
Dial airplane phones [] Kermit phones 0
Connecticut TP-6 phones 0 Ringer boxes for
202 & candlestick.

STEPHEN BRINK, No. 2972
886 Lakeview Avenue
St. Paul, MN 55117
Tel: (612) 487-3230
Email: brin0086@tc.umn.edu
FOR SALE
Leich "square base" wlringer base and early
handset (Dooner II, pg. 35), $120 0 WE 302
restored wlmod plug, $50 LJ Porcelain flanged double sided Public Telephone sign, fair to
good, $40 Ll Aluminum round, double sided,
18" Bell sign w/flange, nice, $50 0 WE 202
(Dl) wlEl handset and dial, $110 0 For
Trade or Sale at Spring Show: StrombergCarlson candlestick salesman sample (Dooner
I, pg. 89) 0 Long pole receiver 0 1880's
walnut steerhorn top box wlmag [] Federal
small metal wallphone wlnickel bells and
transmitter and Leich-Cracraft receiver.
WANTED
Glass mouthpiece 0 S.C. "oilcan" 0 Century "split shaft".

JOE E. JONES. No. 1363
12115 County Rd. 29
Clanton, AL 35045
Tel: (205) 646-3825
Email: jejones@scott.net
INFORMATION

WANTED

I have four Northwestern Bell VariCom-28
phones which have been discontinued. Need to
buy a couple or find a source for repair or parts.

RUSSELL L. BRUCE, No. 3370
35 New Hope-Vesta Rd.
Carlton, GA 30627-2422
Tel: (706) 743-5184 or 800-487-3339
WANTED
British TRIMPHONE rotary dial telephone in
good condition
[] Danish SIEMENSEDISWAN desk phone 0 Original Kellogg
"Select-O-Phone" number card center.
DOUGLAS M. SINGLEY, No. 2642
2364 Upper Dr.
Pearl, MS 39208
Tel: (601) 939-7657
FOR SALE
Cracraft- Leich oak cathedral wallphone,
$300 0 WECo Princess, T.T.. yellow. $40 []
AT&T faceplate. $45 0 Kellogg faceplate,
$35 0 WECo Princess, dial, beige, $35 0
WECo Prrincess, dial, white, $35.
PETE BLANSHARD, No. 2584
1212 Morningside Drive
Ann Arbor. MI 48103
FOR TRADE
Stromberg Carlson oilcan candlestick, (Dooner
1, pg. 88 lower left). Very good condition, lOO%
original - it even has some black paint on the
transmitter under the raised letters. No chips
or cracks on mouthpiece or receiver, slight
nickel wear on shaft and base - new felt. Will
trade for candlesticks.
KEN CHASE, No. 2633
P.O. Box 1745, 8 Aspen Lane
Wolfeboro, NH 03894-1745
Tel: (603) 569-5808
FOR SALE
3M #735 adhesive mounting plate, for mounting 42A blocks, jacks, new, $1.50 ea. 0 BS
52-type headset parts, $2 0 Test meter, like
the BS type "KS-8455", made by Simpson,
works fine, will include instructions on how to
use, leads and leather case w/strap, EXC,
$35 0 Novelty Phones: ATC Snoopy, WE insides, rotary, original cords, mint, $120; Alvin
Chipmunk phone, never unpacked from bag,
box has some minor damage, $130; Garfield,
desk, had about 3' cut off the cord, works fine,
EXC, $20; Diner (juke box) phone, NIB, $65;
"Union 76" gas pump phone, new, no box,
$45 0 Want to know how to cross reference
soft touch, touch tone pads so you can get that
phone to work? You know, the one you bought
that had parts missing! I have an easy formula
for this, and information on wiring 11 different
T-tone dials, all for $2.50 postage paid 0 All
plus UPS.
DENNIS FOWLER, No. 238
9418 Sandstone
Houston, TX 77036
Tel: (713) 774-4262
\
Email: VFZSOOA@PRODIGY.COM
FOR SALE (Plus UPS)
"In The Spirit of Service", mint condo book,
$20 0 AT&T Discus Thrower Olympic
statue, $100 0 Dean fiddleback, oak.
restored. metal rec., wired modular, $500 0
Am. El. oak swing-away trans., good marks mag., trans., shield, no rec., box is old but may
not be orig. - great item, $700 0 AE beige
three-slot dial coin phone, beautiful, modular,
$325 0 Small Calculagraph, $40.
(Ad Continued on Reverse Side of This Page)
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entire toll call connection by dialing one or more codes followed by the
called telephone number. This was made possible through the use of SXS
toll dial switch trains. While this was adequate for short haul traffic,
it was not adequate for nationwide calling. There would be too many
digits to dial, too many tandem connections, awkward alternate routing
~ arrangements and problems connecting to panel equipment.
For nationwide operator toll dialing, a new toll switching technology
would be required equipped with a multitude of "smart" features. These
would include the ability to store the called number, perform digit translation, select alternate routes, relay the called number to a subsequent
switch, change the pulsing type, etc. The newly developed #4 Toll
Crossbar Switching System provided this capability. However, a lot more
than the new switching technology was required. A national plan for
routing, signalling, transmission and, last but not least, telephone
numbering was needed.
Four routing, the toll switches were arranged into a hierarchial structure consisting of four levels of switches. Transmission standards were
established to ensure acceptable voice levels on the longest possible chain
in the hierarchy (up to 10 linked switches including the 2 local switches).
Signaling was enhanced with the introduction of the speedy Multifrequency (MF) pulsing and Single Frequency (SF) supervisory signals.
A Nationwide Numbering Plan
To enable switching equipment to automatically assess the called
number and select a route, it was necessary to develop a uniform national numbering scheme. The proposal that was put forth in 1943 and
subsequently adopted, gave a unique 10 character telephone number to
every main telephone station in the U.S.A. and Canada.
The two countries would be divided into a number of geographic areas
known as Numbering Plan Areas (NPA's). Each NPA would be assigned one three digit code called the NPA code (or just. the Area code for
short). All NPA codes would conform to the NOll X format in which
the first digit, N, represented any digit from 2 to 9; the middle digit could
only be 0 or 1; and the third digit, X represented any digit from 0 to
9. This format permitted a maximum of 160 (8x2x10) NPA codes, of
which on 152 were actually available because the eight N11 codes were
being used or reserved for other functions (eg. 211 for long distance access, 411 for information, etc.], When use of these codes began in a service trail in 1947, eighty-six were initially required. It was felt that the
remaining sixty-six would be sufficient for "the foreseeable future". NPA
boundaries would follow state and provincial boundaries as much as
possible. However, densely populated states, such as New York, would
have to be divided into several NPA's.
Within an NPA, each Central Office "set" of 10,000 consecutive station numbers would be given a three character code unique for that NP A.
The first two characters of the code would be the first two letters of the
Central Office name. The third character would be any number from 1
to 9. This arrangement merely took the popular 2 letter-5 numeral format that had been used in the large cities for many years and made it
unbiquitous (14 million telephone numbers were already in this format).
One big advantage of this format was, of course, that the same Central
Office name could be used for up to 90,000 telephone numbers in each
NP A (9 units of 10,000 numbers, each distinguished by a different
numeric in the third character of the code). No publicly announced
changes were made to existing telephone numbers that did not conform
to the 2letter-5 numeral arrangement. Internally, however, the operators
converted non-conforming numbers to the new format before dialing calls.
For the customers, there was no change either in telephone numbers or
local dialing practices.
To the toll switching equipment, the letters in the telephone number
had no significance. It responded only to the numbers associated with
these letters on each dial position. With the operators using MF keypads,
even numbers had lost their true identity. Numbers were merely
represented by pairs of tones instead of decimal trains of dial pulses.
In any case, since no letters were associated with numbers zero and one,
no Central Office code would ever be received by toll switching equipment containing a zero or one as the middle character. This enable the
switching equipment to distinguising between CO codes and NPA codes
for routing purposes.
A number of existing Central Office names caused significant dialing
errors dur to phonetic or spelling anbiguities. An extensive study was
undertaken to derive a list of CO names that would not be problematic.
An approved list was obtained which was used primarily to select any
new CO names being added for growth and to change any particularly
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troublesome existing name. This list was published in AT&T's 1955 issue
of "Notes On Nationwide Dialing" and contained about 310 names. The
already famous PEnnsylvania, from Glen Miller's big band hit of the
'40's (PEnnsylvania-6 5000) and BUtterfield, from John O'Hara's novel
of the '30's (Butterfield 8) didn't make the cut. Neither did the yet to
be immortalized BEechwood, from the '60's rock and roll hit (Beechwood
4-5789).Fortunately, New York City's first CO name, SPring, in existence
since 1879, managed to survive.
Direct Distance Dialing
With a uniform numbering plan and a routing, transmission and switching architecture in place, nationwide operator toll dialing commenced in 1949. The service was not umbiquitous. It expanded slowly but
steadily from the initial two cities (New York and Chicago) as the expensive but necessary crossbar toll centers were installed. AT&T now
focused on its next major advance in telephony automation, customer
nationwide dialing or the more popular phrase, Direct Distance Dialing
(DDD) as it was later termed. To accomplish this, a means of automaticalIy recording the toll call details, then a manual ticketing function performed by the operator, had to be devised. By 1948, Automatic Message
accounting (AMA) equipment and centers had been developed to perform this function. The equipment automatically entered onto a punched paper tape all of the information required to bill a call. This included
the calling number, the called number, the time of the answer of the call,
the time of the disconnect of the call and other pertinent call details.
In some cases, where it could be economically justified, the AMA equipment was installed with local Central Office switching equipment. In
these locations, the toll call details were recorded in the originating CO
and the arrangement was called Localized Automatic Message Accounting (LAMA). The more common arrangement, however, was to centralize
the recording of the call .details at the toll centers. This process was called
Centralizeed Automatic Message Accounting (CAMA). Initially, with
CAMA, there was no means of automatically forwarding the calling
number to the AMA equipment. On each call, the intervention of an
operator was still required momentarily, to verbally request the calling
number from the originating caller and to key this number into the AMA
equipment. This arrangement was referred to as Operator Number Identification (ONI). Beginning in 1958, this process was gradually automated
by the insertion of Automatic Number Identification (ANI) equipment
in the local CO's. With the billing issue resolved, a DDD trial commenced
in Englewood, New Jersey in November 1951. As with operator toll dialing, the conversion to DDD was very expensive and phased in very slowly. By the end of 1959, only 15 million customers had DDD and it would
be another decade before it would be virtually universal.
The disclosure of the National Numbering System to the general public
was problematic. For one thing, there was the problem of duplicate CO
codes existing within an NP A. This had been masked in the operator
toll dialing arrangement by code conversions performed by the operators.
With DDD, some localities were going to have to take Central Office
name changes. Other localities, not presently on the 2 letter,5-digit plan,
were given CO names not to their liking, because the names did not reflect
their town name, or were otherwise not appealing. There was a lot of
anger and resentment and AT&T's public relations hands were full
smoothing ruffled feathers.
All Number Calling
Just when everything seemed to be settling down and a fickle public
had resigned itself to accepting the new numbering plan, trouble appeared
on the horizon. The Bell System experienced an overwhelming growth
in the number of telephones per capita during the 1950's. This factor,
along with population growth and features such as mobile telephones
and direct inward dialing to PBX stations caused a much higher than
anticipated demand for telephone numbers. By 1959, 117 of the 152 NPA
codes had already been assigned. The numbering system that had been
designed for the "foreseeable future" looked now as if it would be exhausted by the mid-1970's. One of the problems inherent to the system
was number wastage. Thousands of small towns, each with their own
Central Office ccode, were only using a few hundred to a few thousand
numbers of the 10,000 possible for that code. The remaining numbers
were literally wasted since they were unusable by any other location.
A concerned AT&T set up a task force in 1956 to study the numbering problem. In 1958, it concluded that the only economically viable way
to achieve significant telephone number gains was to go to an All Number
(Continued on Page 6)
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Calling (ANC) system. It was the beginning of the end for Central Office names.
The biggest advantage to ANC was that telephone numbers would
contimnue to be 10 characters in length and that the first phase could
be introduced immediately without any modifications to the switching
equipment. Initially, there would be no change to the NPA format (N
011 X). All that would change would be the way in which the Central
Office code was designated. Instead of the mnemonic of a CO name
represented by its first two letters, the entire 3 character code would
be referred to only by its numerical designation. To the switching equipment, there was no change, since only numbers (dial pulses) were received
anyway whenever a letter was dialed. The gains were significant, almost
a million numbers per NPA. This was achieved by opening up all the
previously restricted codes in the NNX format which increased the
number of usable codes from the existing 540 per NPA to 640 (8x8xl0).
The actual number was reduced to 633 since 7 codes were reserved for
special uses (such as 555 for long distance information).
As added benefits, AT&T felt the conversion to ANC would:
• Eliminate dialing errors (still significant) due to customer confusion
with the letter "0" and the figure "0", and with the letter "I" and
the figure "1".
• Eliminate dialing errors due to incorrect assumption by customers
of what the first two letters of a CO name should be (eg. a customer
would hear the CO name GEorgia dial GA instead of GE, or hear the
CO name MErcury and dial MU instead of ME.
• Delay the splitting of some existingh NPA's into two areas.
• Prepare customers for the future introduction of International DDD
in which ANC would be required anyway. This was because the lettering arrangement on the North American dials was not compatible
with all foreign dials.
The conversion to ANC was a big change to AT&T's attitude towards
customers' dialing capabilities. It had always maintained that 7 numbers
would cause significant dialing errors. Studies undertaken during the
mid-1950's had shown this not to be the case, however, and so an ANC
trail was initiated in Wichita Falls, Texas in January, 1958. Results of
this trial were favorable to ANC in terms of customer reaction, dialing
error and speed of dialing. Official introduction of ANC began in Council Bluffs, Iowa in March, 1960.
Converions proceeded smoothly, but cautiously for the first couple of
years, with the Bell Companies tending to focus on small to medium
sized localities. Then Pacific Telephone & Telegraph announced that San
Francisco would be going ANC in the fall of 1962. Now this was a shocking announcement, even for San Franciscans, and they were made as
hell! An Anti Digit Dialing League was formed by Carl May, a free lancer
in public relations. It got plenty of media publicity and immense
favorable public response. Opposition spread to other cities where ANC
was being introduced and became quite intense. In the end of course,
ANC would win out. Not even the masses could stop this march of "progress", which, in reality, was an absolute technical necessity. The opposition did have considerable effect in slowing down the conversion.
Even in the mid-1970's, the Manhattan directory still showed the first
two letters for such historic CO names as SPring, BEekman, MUrray
Hill, CHelsea and BUtterfield. It took until 1979 to complete ANC
conversion.
Interchangeable Codes
The telephone number gains made by the first phase of ANC did not
last for long. By the mid-1970's, it became necessary to introduce interchangeable NP A and CO codes. This arrangement permitted CO codes
with a "0" or a "1" in the middle digit and NPA codes with a "2" to
"9" in the middle digit. The NXX format for both NP A and CO codes
permits 800 NPA codes each with 800 CO codes (less a few codes reserved
for special functions). This tremendous increase in capacity was like a
void waiting to be filled, and the marketplace was ready. During the
decade of the 1980's, huge amounts of numbers were consumed by new
services such as cellular phones, fax machines, data lines, teen lines and
paging systems. The use of CO codes with a "0" or a "1" in the middle
digit have become fairly widespread since the 1970's (beginning with
"613" in Los Angeles early in 1974). The Bell System did, however,
manage to delay the use of interchangeable NPA codes until January,
1995" when the state of Washington took out NPA "360". The use of
modern Stored Program Control switching equipment may overcome
many of the difficulties encountered when an NPA runs out of CO codes.
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It is now possible for some geographic area to be assigned more than
one NPA code. So instead of splitting an NPA into two areas and causing massive telephone number changes, an overlay NPA code is simply
assigned to the same area. This first occured in New York City in January
1992, when NPA code 917 was assigned to overlay existing NPA codes
212 (Manhattan) and 718 (Brooklyn/Bronx). Of course, the downside is
that 10 digit dialing is becoming more and more common for local calls.
And if you think we have it tough in North America, take pity on some
of the poor overseas customers, who have to go from 12 to 15 digit phone
numbers in 1997.
Looking Back
It was sad to see the old names go. There was a lot of nostalgia, sentimentality, romanticism and in some case, prestige associated with these
names. They added an element of humanness to what has become a
numbered society. Of course, CO names still live on in old telephone directories, magazine ads and station number cards carefully preserved by
dedicated collectors. And sometimes, if you take the time to look really
closely, you can still make out a CO name on a weatherworn advert
painted long ago on the bare wall of an old building, a faded reminder
of a bygone era.
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CLOTH TELEPHONE CORDS

c

R2SSSR
R2SPSR
R2PPSR
R2SSSB
R2SPSB
R2PPSB
R2SSG
R2SPG
R2PPG
R2SSB
R2SPB
R2PPB

c

c
c

H3SSB

c

D3SSB
D3SPB
D3PPB

c
r.

DESK
Brown,
Brown,
Brown,

CLOTH

$5.25

(FOR 302

etc.}

.

$5.00
5.00
7.50

STAND CORDS - THREE CONDUCTOR
Spade/Spade,
Stay Cord, 6 1/2
Spade/Pin, Stay Cord, 6 1/2·...... .
Pin/Pin, Stay Cord, 6 1/2'.. .
.

$6.00
6.75
7.50

COVERED

- ROUND

.
.

MODULAR

.

H4SSBN
H4SSBK

$5.25
5.25

L4SMBN
L4SMBK

LINE CORDS - TWO, THREE & FOUR CONDUCTOR
Brown, Spade/Modular,
Metal Restraints, 7' .
..
Black, SpadevModulnr.
Metal Restraints. 7'

55.00
5.00

WfLLMAKE

ANY I.ENeTtI.

ADD 5OCF.NTS PER. EXTRA

fOOT

Made in USA
Mastercard
VISA
American Express
$5.00 Shipping and Handling Charge per Order in the Continental U.S.
Other Areas Will Be Charged Actual Shipping Costs.
Texas Residents Add 7.75% Sales T<1x.
No Extra Charge for Credit Card Orders. NO C.O.O.'s
Fax Us Your Order Today!
- We Ship Anywhere -

c

2677 East Valley Drive
San Angelo, TX 76905
(915) 482-0101
FAX (915) 655-5681

Rev. 7·1·97
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C

C
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DANNY L, BUTLER. No, 2250
1200 Delmar
Harrisburg. IL 62946
Tel: (618) 252-4504
FOR SALE
(3) Outside aluminum payphone booths (pictured below) with It blue glass. $135 ea. (you
pick up) 0 Drive-up phone stand. outside
style, $35 (you pick up) 0 (2)AE 40 black dial
cradle telephones. $50 ea. 0 WE 202 black
dial with F1 handset, $95 0 WE dial
candlestick with WE headset and bakelite
transmitter face. $150 0 NE beige 3-slot
payphone with keays, $225 0 First two items
must be picked up and the rest are plus UPS,
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c

C

CORDAGE

HANDSET CORDS - THREE OR FOUR CONDUCTOR
Brown, Spade/Spade, Metal Restraints, 4 1/2'
Black, Spade/Spade, Metal Restraints, 4 1/2'

c
c

HANDSET
CORDS - THREE CONDUCTOR
Brown, Spade/Spade, Metal Clip & Stay Cord, 4

LINE CORDS - TWO & THREE CONDUCTOR
L2SSG
Green, Spade/Spade, Stay Cord, 61/2'.
L2SSB
Brown, Spade/Spade,
Stny Cord, 6 1/2' .
L3SSB
Brown, Spade/Spade,
Stay Cord, 61/2' ..

c

c

RECEIVER CORDS - TWO CONDUCTOR
.... $11.25
Blue/Red, Spade/Spade,
Stay Cord, 38" ..
......................... 11.50
Blue/Red, Spade/Pin, Stay Cord, ::18".
...................... 12.00
Blue/Red, Pin/Pin, Stay Cord, 38" .....
................. 11.25
Black/Red, Spade/Spade, Stay Cord. 38" .
.......................... 11.50
Black/Red, Spade/Pin, Slay Cord, 38"
.
...... 12.00
Black/Red, Pin/Pin, Stay Cord, 38".
............................ 4.50
Green, Spade/Spade, Stay Cord. 3 1/2' ...
........4.75
Green, Spade/Pin, Stay Cord, 31/2' .....
.............................. 5.00
Green, Pin/Pin, Stay Cord, 3 1/2' ..
........
4.50
. Brown, Spade/Spade, Stay Cord, 3 1/2' ..
.
4.75
Brown, Spade/Pin, Stay Cord, 31/2' ..
....... 5.00
Brown, Pin/Pin, Stay Cord, 3 1/2 '
.

Subject.' AGB's Book
Date.' Thursday, March 5, 1998
From,' Sonja and George Ek
Reply To.' (sgek@earthlinknet)
To: ATCA@MAELSTROM,STJOHNS,EDU
CC' sgek@earthlinknet
Bookstores across the country are now
featuring
an important
new illustrated
biography of Alexander Graham Bell, surprisingly enough called Alexander Graham Bell.
The 304-page book (8W'xlI'!.") contains 400
illustrations, many in color. Morgan Wesson
and Edwin S, Grosvenor, the authors, spent a
week in the Telecommunications History
Group Archives researching the book which
contains more than 30 pictures from the
History Group photo collection,
The book is written in a unique style, with
Morgan Wesson basically writing chapters
about the growth and trials and tribulations
of the telephone industry in its first 50 years,
while Grosvenor, Bell's great-grandson, writes
intervening chapters about the dynamic and
brilliant Bell and his extraordinary family for
the same 50 years,
Because Telecommunications History Group
had an important role in the book's publication.
we are able to offer copies for $29.95, which is
$15,05 less than the book's list price, Plus, for
each book sold. the History Group will add. at
no charge, a genuine historic telephone company
canceled stock certificate, That means you get
a great book, a wonderful read. and your very
own piece of telephone history. What a deal!
For each book you want just send a check or
money order for $29,95, plus $5,00 postage. and
your mailing address to:
Telecommunications History Group
P,O, Box 8719 • Denver. CO 80201-8719

YOU ARE INVITED
For the early arrivals to the Spring Show
in Abilene, , , The Museum of Independent
Telephony invites you to the Museum on
Thursday. April 16. from 4-8 p.m. to an
Open House, This year is a special year for
the Museum of Independent Telephony. It
will be its 25th Anniversary. In 1973 the
doors officially opened for the Museum,
The founders of this museum wanted to
keep their museum in their home town,
United Telephone Company which is now
Sprint had its grass root start in Abilene.
Cleyson L, Brown began the Brown
Telephone Company in Abilene back in
1899,
Janet Groninga. Curator

If you have not already done so, it is not
too late to make plans for the A TCA
Spring Show in Abilene, Kansas, This
year's show dates are Friday, April 17and
Saturday, April 18 The 1998Spring Show
promises to be bigger than ever, with
buyers, sellers, and exhibitors coming from
all over the US and Canada. The smalltown ambience and laid-back atmosphere
of the Abilene show have made it a favorite
of collectors everywhere, This is the granddaddy of all telephone shows, and it has
become an annual rite of Spring for an increasing number of collectors, Come see
why, Make your plans now to attend the
friendliest, longest-running telephone show
of them all. See you there, , ,
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----------.....-11 ADVERTISEMENTS
PAUL MIRTS, No. 176
1710 Byron
Odessa, TX 79761
Tel: (915) 366-4110
FOR SALE
#14 & #15 Teletype as removed from service
in 1978.
WANTED
Magneto for Chicago glass-front 4 hole.
GERRY BILLARD, No. 76
Billard's Old Telephones
21710 Regnart Rd.
Cupertino, CA 95014
Tel: (408) 252-2104
INFORMATION
The Post Office has issued a commemorative
stamp sheet of 1910 & 1900 topics. One of
which is of two telephone men up high on a pole
reaching for the crossarm, phone wires and insulators. It is a nostalgic scene to prairie folks.
Where have all those telephone poles gone?
Underground everyone except the Eastern
states, Maine, New Hampshire. And the Canadian Maritime
Provinces,
Quebec and
Labrador.
E1 handsets

WANTED
0 Full-sized magnetos.

VERNON VOGT
330 SW 43rd St., #247
Renton, WA 98055
Tel: (206) 382-5571
FOR TRADE
(pictured below) 1892 candlestick for WEco
radio tubes, horns, speakers, receivers,
transformers, etc.

Ir-.----------

DARRELL W. CONDER, No. 1295
P.O. Box 11476
Salt Lake City, UT 84147-0476
Tel: (801) 328-2390
FOR SALE OR TRADE
WE 151AL candlestick dial phone. Nice
original finish; unmarked transmitter and cup;
nice line and receiver cords; #2 dial; SC receiver
with an AE element (just as I found it). Small
nick on rim of the base. Best offer. 0 WE 202
non-dial, rubber cords, decent shape, attached
to WE oak ringer with 2-bar mag. box, fairgood cond., works, $90 0 WE 302 type office dial phone - 4 line, nice cond., $65 0 Sterling silver desk phone charm. Probably from the
1950s; the receiver comes off the hook, and the
dial rotates, $30.
WANTED
Working WE 201 Spacesaver (the type with a
gooseneck dial cup and El handset) 0 F1
type switchhook for a WE payphone 0 (2)
Nice WE F1 receivers 0 WE top-mounted instruction card holder with card 0 Locks and
keys for upper housing and coin-box door 0
WE payphone dial shroud and number face or
WE payphone, 233 or earlier 0 #4 dial.
LUTHER TELE. COLLECTORS ASSN.
Attn: Myron Bohn
P.O. Box 78
Footville, WI 53537-0078
Tel: (608) 876-6892 (H)
(608) 897-2121 (W)
SEEK GRANTS
To restore original Footville Telephone Co.
building in Footville, Wisconsin. LVHS is a tax
excempt corporation.
MARK M. MURPHY, No. 2627
1400 Chicago Ave., #802
Evanston, IL 60201
Tel: (847) 328-5036
WANTED
Cradle telephones: Tele 232 "Neophone".
1930's Leich with square base. North Electric
wide base. Excellent to mint condition.
JOHN WILEY, No. 1116
6642 E. Vanguard St.
Mesa, AZ 85215
Tel: (602) 924-7062
FOR SALE
WE #202 nJd, $65 0 Installer's test set cord,
$10 0 Wood shelf, 9Y2x6V2, $5 0 WE
#653A hotel phone, $130 0 Toy 202 phone,
$20 0 Waterproof phone jack, in metal box,
NOS, $10 0 1928 Conn. Tel. Intercom, type
#41W, $20 0 WE 211 Spacesaver, nJd with
bracket, $20 0 Bell System two ring
notebook, $10 0 WE and Bell System metal
power and equip. room tags, $5/$10 0 Adjustable clamp-on trouble light, $15 0 WE
29-B two piece porcelain protector, $10 0 All
plus UPS.
WALTER DIAMOND, No. 612
2930 Cravey Dr.
Atlanta, GA 30345-1422
Tel: (770) 939-1879
FOR SALE
(2) WE El handsets, VG cond., $36 ea. 0 (6)
WE 144-type pony receivers, VG cond., $32
ea. 0 WE outside terminal receiver, VG to
fine cond., $120 0 UPS extra.

APRIL 1998

CARL LAPEKAS, No. 719
3111 McKinley St.
Kalamazoo, MI 49004-1508
Tel: (616) 342-2306 (Evenings)
FOR SALE
NOS in boxes: Kel. non-positional transmitters.
Fit handsets for Masterphone, MOD-925, 900
and other models - $10 ea. plus UPS.
WANTED
Plunger and complete switch assembly for Kel.
dial desk, mod, 925. Would consider broken
case less handset, dial, bottom and cords 0
"Chrome" plunger cover or complete chrome
plunger assembly for 1920s Leich petite desk
model.
AL FARMER, No. 15
1200 Cessna Cr.
Lincoln, NE 68527
Tel: (402) 489-7733
WANTED
Manhattan small oval shaped nametag 0
Viaduct "snowflake" shaped nametag. Also,
oblong shaped metal or celluloid original
nametags. Will consider purchase of ringer box
to obtain if necessary 0 Manhattan walnut
top box 0 Will trade oak Manhattan Blake
trans. for walnut 0 Viaduct "Paddle Phone"
box. Actually need only paddle, mount and
contacts 0 Manhattan large mouthpiece with
deep threads and original ring flange that goes
behind large mouthpiece 0 3-hole metal base
cover for Leich candlestick.
RICHARD ROMANKO, No. 3074
3077 Sylvan
Royal Oak, MI 48073-3247
Tel: (248) 588-8855
e-mail: rromanko@AMERITECH.NET
WANTED
WE 2HB
dial,
AA-l
0 WE
#10
candlestick 0 soft plastic WE 500 sets in
yellow, tan, pink & grey 0 WE 1500 desk
sets in aqua blue, yellow, grey, ivory &
clear 0 Hard-wired WE 2500 desk sets in
white, yellow, grey, ivory, clear & brown 0
Hard-wired WE 554 in blue, turquoise, black,
brown, green, grey, ivory, red, clear & rust 0
WE 2554 sets in pink, blue, turquoise, green,
grey, ivory, red, clear & brown 0 Princess
rotary in grey, clear & brown 0 Princess
10-button in pink, blue, turquoise, black,
yellow, grey, ivory, red, clear & brown 0
Princess 12-button in turquoise, black, green,
clear & brown.
DAVID MARTIN, No. 278
6016 Sheaff Lane
Ft. Washington, PA 19034
Tel: (215) 628-9490
FOR SALE OR TRADE
(20)WE 5-bar mag. ringer boxes, complete and
working, so that the bells ring when the crank
is turned, $30 ea. 0 (40) Pairs or sets of wall
switches and hooks to hold handsets on the sides
of wood or metal wallphones - SC and other
brands, 2 sets for $10, 12/$50 0 (70) Pairs of
wall switches and hooks, for separate earpieces.
AE, Kellogg, and SC - for the sides of wood or
metal wallphones, 2 sets for $10, 12/$50,
25/$100 0 SC wall bakelite dial 1250
telephones, $25-$35ea with dial and handset 0
Kellogg bakelite handsets, w/o cords, (35) for
$100 0 WE E1 handsets without cords, with
chipped,cracked or damaged trans. ends, without
the F'l element, (10) for $100.

Please Send All Ads To: ATCA, P.O. Box 910, New Castle, IN 47362
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